The Path to Governing
Access and Managing Risk
Identity Governance and the Dynamic Workforce

You Are Here
Authentication
You have your dynamic workforce
securely in place, with authentication
capabilities that let you know remote
users are who they say they are when
they log in. But what about what you
don’t know? In standing up a remote
workforce quickly, there may be things
you overlooked. Were all employees,
partners and contractors provided
the right levels of authentication that
are both secure and easy to use? Are
they accessing the applications and
assets they should be? Which sensitive
resources are being accessed remotely?
By whom? Is corporate policy being
violated? And is this approach within
your organization’s risk appetite and
meeting compliance requirements?

Your Path Forward
RSA® Identity Governance
and Lifecycle
When you have a dynamic workforce
whose members are constantly
changing, and everyone’s working
from home, it’s harder to pinpoint
identity risks and prioritize them as
they arise. It’s also more challenging to
comply with data security and privacy
regulations and policies. That’s why
you need RSA Identity Governance and
Lifecycle to govern remote access and
manage dynamic workforce risk.

Get Visibility into all Access and
Entitlements
See exactly who has access to what, so
you can mitigate access and compliance
risk while ensuring access is suitable to
users’ roles.

Make Compliance with Audit and
Policy Controls using Access
Reviews Faster and More Accurate
Provide prioritized risk impacts and
context for access certifications to
business owners so they can complete
reviews quickly and with no guesswork.

Institute Flexible, Policy-Based Access
Rules, with Added Automation
Create and enforce a sound joiner-moverleaver policy to easily move people into
and out of different job roles.

Apply Access Policies to Avoid
Overprovisioning and SoD Issues
Minimize the risks associated with
employees having inappropriate access
by prioritizing requests for access based
on risk metrics (e.g., segregation of duties
violations, excess privileges and more).

Simplify Access Requests for Both
Administrators and Users
Use automated request and approval
workflows to make it easy for
administrators to configure access request
processes with no custom coding to drive
self-service with less IT administration.

See What You Don’t Know With
Advanced Reporting
Demonstrate ROI achieved from time
and cost savings, using built-in reports
and dashboards that provide summary
analysis of access.

Reduce Costs and Make Provisioning
Easier with Automation
Use RSA Identity Governance and
Lifecycle with RSA SecurID® Access
authentication for easy, automated access
provisioning and deprovisioning—and
significant cost savings.

We’ll Get You Where You Need to Go
RSA is here to help you navigate new ways of working, confident in the knowledge that remote
users are who they say they are and that resources are being accessed appropriately.

Find Out More
Read the KuppingerCole Leadership Compass report on identity governance and administration to
learn why RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle was named a leader in the space. And visit rsa.com to
learn more about the complete authentication and governance capabilities of RSA SecurID® Suite.
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